
 

Studio Carly Mul…....with a passion for fabric, color and design  

“Agamy” Stripes  Class 
 
In this class students will learn to make a quilt in the style of the work of Yaagov Agam. Agam is a sculptor and his 
dynamic art is full of movement.   You can look up his  work on the internet and get inspired! It makes an 
interesting  challenge for quilters to work with solids.  

In the class we will make a design by using fusible interfacing. This creative class is a mix of raw edge applique and 
collage. There will be no sewing, we are working on a layout. Instructions on how to  finish it at home will be 
discussed.  

Students need to be able to cut consistent straight lines of .5".  

 

Needed for class  
 
(1) One yard of high  quality black solid.  

(2) At least 30 solids in size 4" x 6".   Any color combination can work. Bring ranges of colors, for instance 5 shades 
of blues, 5 reds etc. If you have scraps in solids laying around, you can bring those as well.  

Try to bring high quality solids as some lower end solids are fraying too much when you cut thin stripes. Solid 
batiks work very well as well.  

(3) Mat, rotary cutter (with working blade) and a ruler that lets you cut .5" comfortably. Since no piece will be longer 
than 6", a small ruler works best.  

(4) Small scissors. Karen K Buckley's blue scissors is my choice.  

 

Material kit  

 

There will be two kits available. The first one is the kit everyone needs to get. It includes 1 yard of the background 
stripe fabric and 1 yard of Lite Steam a Seam 2. This kit is $24.00.  

 

Optional kit  

 

It would be really nice if we don't have to spend a lot of time in class on ironing fusible interfacing to the 
background.   Some will have to be done, but fabrics already prepared with fusible could be handy.   Some students 
will have 30 solids in their stash and they are advised to iron the fusible interfacing at home. IMPORTANT: ONLY 
LITE STEAM A SEAM 2 will work for class. If you have any other fusible interfacing or you don't know what you have, 
please bring only fabric. The class will NOT work with other fusibles!!  

 

I can bring a (second) kit for students who order the kit in advance. This kit is optional as I want students who have 
the fabrics already being able to use their stash,  if they choose so. 

The optional kit will have 30 pieces in size 4" x 6", already provided with   the right fusible.   All you would have to 
bring is a yard of black. Please contact me before  the class  if you would like to order this. This kit is $30.00.  

 

Please contact me with any questions!  

 

Contact information  

Carly Mul 

studiocarlymul@gmail.com (e) 

+1 703-727-4458 (m) 

www.carlymul.com   
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